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1. INTRODUCTION
HWRF, the Hurricane Weather Research and
Forecast System, was utilized for a third year as an
NCEP operational model in 2009. However, the
2009 Atlantic hurricane season presented a
challenge for many dynamical prediction models,
particularly HWRF (Franklin, 2010). It was a
relatively quiescent season, with nine named
storms and three hurricanes, compared to the
1950-2000 average of ten named storms and six
hurricanes. The decreased activity was largely
attributed to a moderate El Niño event (Klotzbach
and Gray, 2009), which is known to increase the
vertical wind shear over the tropical Atlantic, and
therefore decrease the likelihood of tropical
cyclogenesis and limit the intensification of tropical
cyclones that do form (Gray, 1984).
The GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory) Coupled Hurricane-Ocean Prediction
System is another full-physics, high-resolution
dynamical model and has been used operationally
by NCEP/NHC since 1995.
Although it also
struggled with accurately forecasting many of
2009's storms, it frequently out-performed HWRF,
particularly in the 3-5 day forecast periods. This of
course leads to the question: why?
Challenges for prediction models relevant to this
study are to accurately initialize a tropical cyclone's
structure, accurately forecast the vertical wind
shear along the storm's track, and accurately
evolve the tropical cyclone (TC) structure based on
the vertical wind shear. A poor track forecast
compounds the issue by potentially placing the
storm over land or unrealistic sea surface
temperatures, greatly increasing the intensity error.
HFIP, the Hurricane Forecast Improvement
Project, is a ten-year NOAA program aimed at
improving TC track and intensity forecasts through
model improvements, optimal use of observations,
and model diagnostics and verification. HWRF and
GFDL are two of the operational regional forecast
models in the program; their performance during
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2. DATA
Detailed descriptions of the HWRF and GFDL
model equations, inititalizations, parameterizations,
grid configurations, etc. can be found in
Gopalakrishnan et al. (2010) and Bender et al.
(2007), respectively.
Data from the 2009 operational HWRF and
GFDL models are processed and summaries are
written out in identical formats for easy comparison
to validation data (McNoldy, 2010a and 2010b).
The storm center is not taken to be the center of
the nested grid, but rather is assumed to be colocated with the lowest sea level pressure closest to
the center of the nested grid. The sea surface
temperature values are calculated from an average
of the five model gridpoints directly under the storm
center. The vertical wind shear is calculated
between 850-200 hPa and from winds averaged in
an annulus 200-250 km around the storm center,
which removes the effect of the vortex itself and
any slight uncertainty in the exact location of the
storm center. [Vertical wind shear is calculated in
two areas in the verification database: 0-500 km
and 200-800 km, however, the limited size of the
nested grids in HWRF and GFDL do not allow
either of these areas to be used, so 200-250 km
was chosen as a compromise.] The intensity for the
HWRF model storm is taken to be the maximum 10
m wind speed closest to the center of the nested
grid, and the intensity for the GFDL model storm is
taken to be the maximum 35 m wind speed closest
to the center of the nested grid. Since the GFDL
model does not output 10 m winds, the 35 m winds
are reduced by a constant factor of 0.89 to closely
represent 10 m winds in the eyewall region
(Marchok, 2010). Note that this is a slightly larger
reduction than the 0.92 factor found by Franklin et
al. (2003), and is only being claimed to be valid for
the operational GFDL data.
The models are validated against operational
NCEP global model fields and NHC best track data,
both available in the post-season time frame

(DeMaria, 2010). The majority of the fields are selfexplanatory, but the sea surface temperature (SST)
fields used in this study are Reynolds SST, and the
vertical wind shear is calculated between 850-200
hPa and from winds averaged in a 500 km radius
circle around the storm center, removing the effect
of the vortex itself. The position and intensity are
from the NHC best track.
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The full-season average intensity and track
errors are shown in figure 1. The 5-year (20042008) average NHC errors are plotted in the dotted
black line, the 2009 operational NHC errors are
plotted in the red line, the 2009 operational HWRF
errors are plotted in the purple line, and the 2009
operational GFDL errors are plotted in the green
line. The homogeneous sample size at each
forecast hour is shown in parentheses, and the
values all come from post-season ATCF data.

Figure 1. Intensity (top) and track (bottom) errors for NHC
(red), HWRF (purple), and GFDL (green) during the 2009
Atlantic hurricane season.

Notice that the 2009 NHC intensity errors are
generally larger than their 5-year errors for the 2496 h forecasts, and slightly smaller for the 120 h
forecasts.
The HWRF and GFDL models
performed similarly through approximately 24 h,
then HWRF out-performed GFDL from 24-72 h, and

from 72-120 h, GFDL out-performed HWRF. In
terms of track errors, HWRF and GFDL performed
similarly through 72 h, then GFDL was more
accurate from 72-120 h, and neither of them outperformed the NHC (with the exception of GFDL's
average 120 h forecast).
The high bias in forecast intensity comes mostly
from weak systems in hostile environments. For
systems that are intense or that become intense,
both HWRF and GFDL performed reasonably well
in 2009 (e.g., Bill, Fred, and Ida). However, not all
systems develop, whether due to vertical wind
shear, cool SST, land, etc. Both dynamical models
considered here had a very difficult time forecasting
weakening or steady-state intensity (particularly for
Ana, Danny, and Erika). Figure 2 shows each
individual intensity forecast for Bill (03L), a case
where HWRF and GFDL performed reasonably
well. The track forecasts were also quite good (not
shown).

Figure 2. Intensity forecasts for Bill (03L) made by HWRF
(top) and GFDL (bottom). The best track intensity is shown
by the thick black line.

However, in a case with moderate vertical wind
shear, Erika (06L), the results were not as positive.
Figure 3 shows the HWRF intensity forecasts;
GFDL was qualitatively similar (not shown). The
models consistently over-intensified the storm,
though HWRF more so.
Examination of individual but representative
runs, a potentially critical feature becomes evident.

In figure 4, the HWRF analysis from 2 Sept at 12
UTC is shown for Erika (06L), with the 10 m wind
speed and sea level pressure contoured in the top
panel, and the along-shear vertical cross-section of
wind speed and potential vorticity (PV) contoured in
the bottom panel.

Figure 3. Intensity forecasts for Erika (06L) made by HWRF.
The best track intensity is shown by the thick black line.

Figure 4. HWRF analysis from 2 Sept 12 UTC for Erika
(06L). Wind speed at 10 m and sea level pressure are
shown in the top panel, along-shear vertical cross-section
of wind speed and PV are shown in the bottom panel.

The same fields from the same time are shown
in figure 5, but from the GFDL model. Note that the
horizontal domain is slightly smaller (smaller nested
grid). Although the surface wind and pressure
fields are fairly similar, GFDL produces a much less
vertically-coherent vortex. In fact, there is barely a
discernible vortex above the surface, which more
closely simulates the real storm (not shown).
Numerous studies have shown (Shapiro and
Montgomery (1993), Flatau et al. (1994), Jones
(1995), DeMaria
(1996), Vandermeirsh et al.
(2002), Reasor et al. (2004), and others) that a
vertically-coherent vortex is much more likely to
maintain itself or even intensify in the face of
moderate vertical wind shear. This ability of deeper
and/or stronger vortices to resist vertical shear is
explained by a variety and combination of
processes, including larger Rossby penetration
depths, vertical transport of PV from low levels to
mid- and upper-levels acting to keep the vortex
rigid, co-rotation of the low- and upper-level centers
acting to restore the vortex to the vertical, etc.

Figure 5. GFDL analysis from 2 Sept 12 UTC for Erika (06L).
Wind speed at 10 m and sea level pressure are shown in the
top panel, along-shear vertical cross-section of wind speed
and PV are shown in the bottom panel.

Extending out in time, the situation is
dramatically amplified. Figures 6 and 7 show the
same fields as figures 4 and 5, but for 36 h into the
model runs. HWRF produces an intensifying 88 kt
hurricane with a 964 hPa central pressure, full
tropospheric vertical extent, and mature PV “tower”
in the eye. GFDL, on the other hand, produces a
55 kt tropical storm with a 1004 hPa central
pressure, and barely any vertical extent to speak of.

not always. In fact, for the full-season average,
HWRF actually over-analyzed the vertical shear, by
3 kts at 12 h and by 4 kts at 60 h (see figure 8).
The mean absolute error (which removes the sign
of the errors, resulting in the total magnitude) at
those times is 5 kts and 7 kts. GFDL had a similar
mean absolute error (MAE) through 60 h, but
smaller average difference (AD). At 12 h, the MAE
was 4 kts and the AD was 0.5 kts; at 60 h, the MAE
was 7 kts and the AD was 2 kts. After 60 h, HWRF
had a smaller MAE but larger AD than GFDL
indicating that GFDL had larger random errors
while HWRF had smaller but positively biased
errors.

Figure 6. HWRF 36 h forecast from 2 Sept 12 UTC (valid 4
Sept 00 UTC) for Erika (06L). Wind speed at 10 m and sea
level pressure are shown in the top panel, along-shear
vertical cross-section of wind speed and PV are shown in
the bottom panel.

In reality, Erika at this time was classified as a
25 kt remnant low, with “a tight swirl of low clouds
accompanied by a small area of deep convection to
the southeast” (Avila, 2009). The vertical shear
was analyzed to be 18 kts at 267º.
Seeing how the vortex in HWRF remains so
rigid and upright, it leads to the question of vertical
shear accuracy. Did HWRF under-analyze and
under-forecast the vertical wind shear? Using the
definition of wind shear described in section 2, and
applying it to HWRF and GFDL, the answer is no,

Figure 7. GFDL 36 h forecast from 2 Sept 12 UTC (valid 4
Sept 00 UTC) for Erika (06L). Wind speed at 10 m and sea
level pressure are shown in the top panel, along-shear
vertical cross-section of wind speed and PV are shown in
the bottom panel.

For clarification, if the simple average difference
x 1−x 2  at a given time is 0 kts, the mean absolute
error ∣x 1−x 2∣ could still be quite large. Consider a
sample size of two errors: +15 kts and -15 kts; the
mean absolute error is 15 kts, but the average
difference is 0 kts. Clearly, the model did not
perform well, but there is not a systematic bias.
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